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IntrIntroducoductiontion
The results in this report are a summary of the responses provided to the statements in the test. The
statements, which are based on modern research into the psychology of work life, were produced in order to
measure an individual’s personality. A person’s personality is, of course, more extensive and subtle than can
be measured using a questionnaire. However, the qualities measured in this test are the measurable aspects
of the personality that are most important when describing the personality in general and in particular for
predicting behavior in the work life. It is a fact that people have different personalities and that these
differences are important in a work context and also in the manager role. By mapping an individual’s
personality, we can identify strengths and weaknesses that influence the individual's behavior in his or her
working life.

The sThe structructurture of the re of the reporteport
The report is divided into five personality dimensions, each of which is measured using an individual scale:
Agreeableness (AG), Conscientiousness (CO), Emotional Stability (ES), Extraversion (EX) and Openness to
Experience (OP). Each scale is composed of five sub-scales. These are numbered from 1 to 5 (for example,
AG1 for the first sub-scale in Agreeableness, AG2 for the second sub-scale and so on). Each section of the
report begins with a description of the scale and explains in which way the scale and its five sub-scales may
be important with regard to a person’s behavior in a management role. This is followed by a figure in which
the person’s test score level is marked. The intervals correspond to low test scores, average test scores that
fall below the mean value for the norm group, average test scores that fall above the mean value for the norm
group and high test scores. The figure provides the opportunity, therefore, to distinguish between average
test scores falling below or above the mean value for the norm group within the average test score interval.
The example figure below illustrates a test person’s results on a scale that falls slightly below the mean value
for the norm group.

BeBear in mindar in mind
• The results should not be interpreted in absolute terms, but instead as a guiding indication of how a

person’s personality is likely to be structured and how this manifests itself in terms of behavior in a
management role.

• In this report, no “good” or “bad” results are presented: only descriptions of behaviors and
developmental areas for all test score levels.

• High and low test scores probably reflect more of the personality traits of a person than average test
scores.

• All test score levels, particularly low and high ones, almost always result in both advantages and
disadvantages. The extent to which a personality trait will be an asset depends on both what work is
to be carried out and also the results on the other scales. This is not taken into account in the
report.

• A text description is a summary of several test score levels, which means that a person will perhaps
not recognize himself in all descriptions.

• Text descriptions are based on the results on the entire scale: to take account of results in individual
sub-scales, a Data Report or Profile Report is used. In a Profile Report, it is also possible to compare
results with an existing group of managers.

• In order to get an indication of the likely performance or suitability, a Managerial Performance
Suitability Score (MP-SS) is used.

• No test performs perfectly accurate measurements; there is always some element of measurement
error in the results measured.

In order for the various test scores to be meaningful, they are compared with a group of people who have
also responded to the statements, the ‘norm group’. The level of average results corresponds to 68% (average
value ±1 standard deviation) of the results in the norm group. The result level low mean that the person’s test
score correspond to the 16% (less than 1 standard deviation below the mean value) of the norm group that
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has achieved the lowest result on the scale in question. The result level high corresponds to the 16% (more
than 1 standard deviation above the mean value) in the norm group that has achieved the highest test scores
on the scale in question.

If any questions arise regarding the results or how the results will be used or handled, the Report requester
who is named on the first page of the report, should be contacted first.

EExxample tample tesest sct scororee
The indicated result level of the test person is followed by a descriptive text explaining the meaning of the
result level and how the actual personality trait normally manifests itself in behavior as well as how co-
workers and others in the organization are likely to be affected and perceive a manager with this kind of
result. This description is followed by a summary of possible strengths that the personality trait is likely to
bring about for a person in a management role. Each section in the report is concluded with a number of
points that illustrate developmental areas for managers with the result level in question.

LLooww AAvvereragagee HighHigh

The marked area in the figure represents the test subject’s result level (low, average or high) on the scale as
one out of four intervals.
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Conscientiousness (CConscientiousness (CO)O)
Conscientiousness regards the manager’s approach to tasks and undertakings and reflects the degree of
persistence and the tendency not to give up. In addition, demands made of oneself and others are reflected,
as in how a manager prefers tasks to be carried out. The scale shows to which extent the person can follow a
plan or structure. An important aspect for managers is being able to systematically follow rules, instructions
or priorities, despite disturbances. This is important for the decision-making strategy. The strategy’s
underlying reasons need to be understood, explained and communicated in order to obtain understanding,
respect and commitment from co-workers. Conscientiousness influences whether a person is seen as
competent and trustworthy as well as the group’s attitude to deadlines and commitments. The latter often
influences how trustworthy co-workers feel the manager is. The degree of Conscientiousness is reflected
from five aspects:

IntIntensity (Censity (CO1)O1)
The focus and intensity with which a person carries out his or her duties and commitments, and what he or
she expects from co-workers. How much emphasis a person puts on one’s own and co-workers effectiveness.

DiligDiligencence (Ce (CO2)O2)
What degree of orderliness and conscientiousness characterizes the person’s; manner of dealing with their
duties, how much emphasis is put on fulfilling obligations and undertakings and how he expects others to
deal with their duties and commitments.

Ambition (CAmbition (CO3)O3)
The striving and persistence a person has for achieving a set target and how far a person is prepared to go in
order to get there- this sets the limits for the demands a person places on himself and others.

SelfSelf-discipline (C-discipline (CO4)O4)
A person’s ability to motivate oneself and others to begin and complete tasks or undertakings, even if the
person himself is bored or gets distracted.

Decision Making (CDecision Making (CO5)O5)
The strategy a person employs when making decisions, whether a person is reflective and analytical, or
spontaneous and impulsive.

RResult leesult levvelel
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Results above 7 receives the following narrative.
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DescripDescriptiontion
Managers with high test scores on the Conscientiousness scale are often ambitious people who make great
demands of both their own and others’ performances. They are conscientious, loyal and have a good work
ethic, and they expect the same from their co-workers.

Self-discipline, focus and the ability to motivate themselves and others mean that they are not deterred by
monotonous or boring tasks. These people are often regarded as “doers”, as they are efficient and get things
done in time with strong results.

They trust their own ability to perform in accordance with set requirements and time frames, which not only
leads to co-workers having confidence in the group’s work, but also means that they are perceived as
reliable, conscientious and competent.

As these people like order, they prepare carefully prior to their tasks by organizing, planning and scheduling.
For this reason, others describe them as effective and task-oriented.

Rules and ethical considerations are an important part of their everyday lives and they mainly base their
decisions on logic rather than intuition and gut feeling. Their decisions are usually well thought-out and
carefully based on facts. If this is communicated in a good way, it is easy for co-workers to understand the
reasoning behind the decisions, which creates support and acceptance.

SStrtrengths of managengths of managerers with high ts with high tesest sct scorores on the Conscientiousness sces on the Conscientiousness scale:ale:

Ambitious, high-performing and effective

Careful

Conscientious, reliable and loyal

Focused and persistent
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DeDevvelopment arelopment areeasas
Listed below are a number of points that illustrate the potential development areas and practical tips for
behavioral changes which can be relevant and useful for managers with high test scores on the
Conscientiousness scale:

• Take care that planning, structure and order do not take up more energy and resources than is
reasonable for the task, and remember that not everyone has the same undivided positive attitude
to rules and structures.

• In order for your co-workers to feel sufficiently visible and supported, you should make conscious
efforts at times to tone down the focus on tasks and the target – allow your co-workers to be the
centre of your attention.

• For some co-workers the process is more important than the goal, so be aware of what is happening
at the present so that you can confirm and encourage your co-workers during the current work.

• Delegate and try to relax control and allow others to make their own mistakes. Freedom with
responsibility and capability will give your co-workers the opportunity to take on responsibility and
develop.

• In order to avoid unforeseen events being interpreted as a negative disruptive element, you should
allow room for these in your planning. Prepare yourself and the group for the kind of events that
could affect your work.

• There are many ways of achieving the same goal. Therefore, try to be open to new ways of working,
as this can have an enriching effect on your work.

• Remember that not everyone has the same level of ambition and the same degree of persistence as
you have. Try to adapt and allocate tasks in the group in a way that no co-worker feels inadequate
or excluded.
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EmoEmotional Stional Sttability (ES)ability (ES)
The Emotional Stability scale reflects a person’s general emotional state and provides information on how
much emotional resources a person has available to handle what is happening in the world around him or
her, and to deal with other people. Every individual has a certain amount of emotional resources. Both the
absolute quantity and how this is used “on an everyday basis” influence how much is “left over” for the stress
and pressure a person in a managerial position is inevitably exposed to. The role of manager makes demands
on the individual’s emotional stability, seen in the following five aspects:

EmoEmotions (ES1)tions (ES1)
The ability to deal with and handle co-workers’ emotions; especially negative emotions such as anger,
frustration and anxiety. The tendency to feel confident in life (with regard to both other people and events in
the surrounding world).

TTemper (ES2)emper (ES2)
Being even-tempered influences co-workers’ experience of dealing with their manager in general and of
criticism in particular.

ConfidencConfidence (ES3)e (ES3)
Confidence reflects how much a person puts others at ease in terms of leadership, and the ability to make
and communicate decisions and opinions.

SelfSelf-c-controntrol (ES4)ol (ES4)
The ability to exercise self-control and control impulses is important when it comes to the scope given to
spontaneity and sudden impulses. The willingness to act on sudden impulses and re-prioritize quickly
influences co-workers’ situation at work and their feeling of stability.

SStrtress (ES5)ess (ES5)
The emotional resources a person in a management position has, for managing stress and pressure, set the
limit with regard to the amount of pressure he or she is capable of putting up with.

RResult leesult levvelel
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Results above 7 receives the following narrative.
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DescripDescriptiontion
Managers with high test scores are often regarded as calm, well-balanced people who rarely worry. They are
emotionally stable and usually act in a calm and composed manner, even in trying situations. Their ability to
be economical with their emotional resources usually means that they have a lot of resources left over to
handle stress and pressure from their surroundings. They handle difficult situations in a focused and
confident manner.

They are even-tempered and have a subdued way of expressing themselves, and they rarely allow
themselves to be pulled in emotionally to what is happening around them. Their tendency to feel confident
when dealing with co-workers and their optimistic view of the future make others regard them as
emotionally mature persons with lots of self-confidence. They rely on both their own and their co-workers’
ability to solve both big and small problems at the workplace. Their great confidence means that they are not
just well-equipped to face set-backs and criticism, which is something that usually lends calmness and
assurance to the group, but often leads to them having a free and easy manner that means that they feel
comfortable with others and others feel comfortable with them. Having a good level of emotional stability
means that managers find it easy to make decisions and rarely regret things they have done, even if the
consequences of decisions they have made are not always optimal. They usually take their time considering
the advantages and disadvantages of their actions and thinking about the consequences before they make
decisions. This means that their co-workers often find it easy to follow the logic or the reasoning that has led
to a decision. Handling uncertainty is rarely something that troubles them or that they find particularly
stressful.

These managers can often be described as keeping a cool head when taking action in trying situations. They
are not in the habit of acting on the spur of the moment or reprioritizing without good reason. Therefore, it
takes a lot for managers with high test scores to be thrown off balance. It is sometimes the case that co-
workers perceive a manager with high test scores as emotionally inaccessible and uncommitted or a person
who does not take things seriously.

SStrtrengths of managengths of managerers with high ts with high tesest sct scorores on the Emoes on the Emotional Stional Sttability scability scale:ale:

Calm and stable, lots of self-confidence

Comfortable with making decisions

Can handle stress
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DeDevvelopment arelopment areeasas
Listed below are a number of points that illustrate the potential development areas and practical tips for
behavioral changes which can be relevant and useful for managers with high test scores on the Emotional
Stability scale:

• Try to convey the fact that you are aware about what is happening around you – a lack of
acknowledgement could otherwise lead to your co-workers not believing that you understand what
is happening in your surroundings.

• Convey an interest in and commitment to your co-workers – this will satisfy their need for
confirmation from you as a manager.

• Show that you are sensitive, available and emotionally committed – this will create a feeling of
solidarity and make it easier for your co-workers to confide in you.

• In order to avoid being regarded as exaggeratedly self-confident, you should try to present a
humble image. Openness to their opinions, respect for co-workers’ competence and the ability to
change or reconsider will enrich the group’s work and strengthen the feeling of equality among the
members of the group.

• Even if you rarely feel particularly worried, you should take care to express commitment, so that
your co-workers feel that you are taking them and the business seriously.

• Be aware that your co-workers may become anxious considerably more easily than you – use your
own stability to give these people assurance and calmness.
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